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Introduction

It is twenty-three years since the pubhcation of Theodosius Dobzhansky's paper

'Bridging the gap between race and species', in the Proceedings of the Linnean Society

of New South Wales (1960). This was the second Sir William Macleay Memorial
Lecture, and Dobzhansky, firmly recognized as one of the leading evolutionary

biologists of the time, presented a knowledgeable and authoritative account of current

evolutionary research. In this paper Dobzhansky recounted his understanding of the

relationship between races and species and made important comments on the nature of

species and of speciation. After twenty-three years, and eight years since the death of

this most influential biologist it seems an appropriate time to reflect on the current

theoretical corpus, and consider what changes may have occurred in our thinking since

that time.

The Current Paradigm

Theodosius Dobzhansky, by his succession of classic books (1937, 1951, 1970) and
his innumerable articles, greatly influenced the genetic study of evolutionary biology

for approximately four decades (Ruse, 1981: 810). Ernst Mayr (1970) described him as

the '.
. . foremost architect of evolutionary genetics of today'. Dobzhansky left behind

him, besides the residues of his own personal influence, a large number of students of

particular ability. Many of these students have helped to further develop Dobzhansky's

original ideas, and the well-known textbook 'Evolution' (1979), written with a number
of co-workers, summarizes much of the general thinking of the 'Dobzhansky School'.

Amongst his most significant innovations Dobzhansky will be remembered for his

introduction of the term 'Isolating Mechanisms' (Dobzhansky, 1937). It is perhaps not

immediately apparent the degree to which this term has influenced the development of

our ideas. However, on reflection, this is the basis of the Isolation Concept of species,
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502 THE ISOLATION CONCEPT AND AN ALTERNATIVE

as Paterson (1980) has named it, and the hsting of 'premating and postmating Isolating

Mechanisms' (Mecham, 1961) gave biologists one of the most useful conceptual

frameworks on which to hang ideas and use as a basis for data collection.

Dobzhansky viewed a species as any group of individuals which is 'reproductively

isolated' from any other group. This inevitably influenced his concept of speciation

which is, logically, the development of these 'Isolating Mechanisms'. Although

Dobzhansky (1960) commented that '.
. . the means whereby speciation is ac-

complished, i.e. whereby reproductive isolating mechanisms are established between

diverging populations, are not the same in all organisms', he nevertheless argued

consistently over many years, for one particular model of speciation. This model has

been referred to as 'Speciation by Reinforcement' (Grant, 1966).

Reinforcement requires the evolution of 'premating isolating mechanisms'

through the direct action of natural selection. This is supposed to occur when
populations secondarily overlap and hybrids between individuals of the two groups are

disadvantageous. Selection then favours individuals that mate only with their own
group, since those which crossmate are reproductively penalized owing to the reduction

in fitness of hybrids. This is what Dobzhansky meant when he said '.
. . the hybrid

sterility caused by the peculiar cytoplasmic effects was probably the primary, and the

sexual isolation the secondary, reproductive isolating mechanism in D. paulistorum'

(i960). Ayala (1975) agreed with this view, and in his discussion of the subject com-
mented: 'The process of speciation is being completed between the semi-species.

Sexual Isolation is being superimposed over the pre-existing hybrid sterility and is

nearly complete in many cases . .

.

'

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that there is a distinct logical nexus between

the term 'Isolating Mechanism' and the Reinforcement model of speciation. If natural

selection directly causes the evolution of divergent courtship patterns for the function

of isolation, then these should indeed be considered 'Mechanisms' (sensu Williams,

1966) to isolate. If one does not necessarily accept that particular model of speciation,

then the term is inconsistent and hence inappropriate. For example, if one agrees that

there is overwhelming evidence that species arise as a result of allopatric divergence,

and that secondary overlap of population is not a prerequisite for speciation, then

characteristics such as courtship behaviour and the structure of male and female

genitalia should not be considered logically as 'Isolating Mechanisms'.

Dobzhansky's speciation model is discussed in some detail in his Macleay

Lecture and he uses the results of his own work on Drosophila paulistorum, together with

those of his colleague Lee Ehrman, to illustrate the concept. Since that time a number
of other workers, and in particular Ehrman, have gone on to detail this interesting case

and to establish it as a classical case in speciation studies (Ehrman, 1960, 1965;

Dobzhansky «/ a/., 1969; Malogowokin ^/ a/., 1965; Ayala, \91 5). Drosophila paulistorum

was described by Dobzhansky as a 'ring' species. He explains this as '.
. .a series of

races, the adjacent members of which resemble each other closely, and are often

connected by intermediates in the geographically intermediate zones. But the terminal

members of the "ring" live together, sympatrically, differ usually more strongly than

do neighbouring races elsewhere in the "ring", and yet do not interbreed and do not

form intermediates'. Dobzhansky (1960) referred to these six races as being
'.

. . mostly allopatric, occurring in different countries'. Today, however, these six

'semispecies' are known to overlap considerably (see fig. 2, Ayala, 1975). The example

is no longer considered a case of a 'ring' species. However, it is accepted by many
authors as a classic example of Dobzhansky's much advocated speciation model.

Although Dobzhansky's paper is twenty-three years old, his basic comments on D.

paulistorum are still accepted by a great many biologists (e.g. Bush, 1975; Grant, 1963;
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White, 1978). He set the scene for much future research and gave a broad framework

within which many biologists would work for at least two decades.

We contend that essentially very little has changed in this aspect of evolutionary

theory since that time. The advent of techniques for the analysis of enzyme variability

for example may be considered by some to have been a significant change in direction.

In retrospect, however, many discussions such as that of Ayala (1975), and Avise

(1974), considering genetic differentiation during the speciation process, show that

these data are merely plugged into the framework which Dobzhansky left behind.

The central concept considered by Dobzhansky in the paper under discussion,

that of the relationship between species and races, is an old one. As he points out,

Darwin considered species to be merely highly-developed varieties. This is perhaps one

of the most basic ideas in speciation theory; that populations adapt to different en-

vironments and that speciation is a gradual process which is an indirect consequence of

the process of differential adaptation. This is essentially the 'Dumbell Model' of

speciation (White, 1978). A large population becomes divided, perhaps by some ex-

trinsic barrier, and the two separated populations slowly diverge. Hence these

populations go through the stages of varieties, to sub-species and finally distinct

species. It was the presence of varieties and races which so impressed Darwin and

which seemed to him to form a logical connecting link between populations of the one

species and completely distinct species. Dobzhansky completed his paper by com-

menting, with respect to the D. paulistorum species, Tn any case, we have a beautiful

demonstration of Darwin's argument that . . . species are only strongly marked and
permanent varieties, and that each species first existed as a variety'. Herein lies a

logical inconsistency in Dobzhansky 's argument. Whilst he argues for the evolution of

D. paulistorum species via reinforcement he immediately suggests that Darwin's

gradualist speciation arguments are compatible with this view. These two speciation

models are logically distinct and incompatible. Dobzhansky and his co-workers have

however consistently argued that these views are indeed compatible. Dobzhansky

(1970), for example, remarks 'The two hypotheses (reinforcement and allopatric

change) are not mutually exclusive. Needless disputes have arisen because they were

mistakenly treated as alternatives'. Some years later Dobzhansky et al. (1977) made
essentially the same statement.

We disagree: Either natural selection is or is not capable of causing the evolution of

complete divergence in 'prerriating isolating mechanisms' of individuals of different

populations.

After having argued very strongly against the reinforcement model in his earlier

book (Mayr, 1942), Mayr (1963) changed his view and argued for a limited role for

reinforcement. Thus he said, when considering hybrids 'Such hybrids, being sterile

cannot reproduce and thus there is no danger of a breakdown of the species barrier.

However, there will be strong selection in favour of the acquisition of additional

isolating mechanisms to prevent such wastage of gametes' (p. 551). This view is one
held by many biologists — that of a limited role of natural selection in the perfection of

isolating mechanisms. Mayr (1963: 551) says 'Nevertheless natural selection does play

a role in the improvement of some of the isolating mechanisms, only it concerns

subsidiary isolating mechanisms. The primary, basic one must be fully efficient when
contact is first established'. However here lies the crux of this seemingly 'reasonable'

view to hold. If the primary basic isolating mechanism is 'fully efficient' then where is

the selective pressure to cause a change? Certainly if premating mechanisms are 'fully

efficient' then there are no crossmatings and hence no immediate pressure to direct the

development of further isolating mechanisms. Mayr argues that this is so since he
discusses species in which reproductive isolation is maintained exclusively by the
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differences in display song. Since hybrids in the case he discusses (that of Chortippus

brunneus and C. biguttulus (Perdeck (1957) quoted in Mayr, 1963) are quite fertile 'The

function of this ethological isolating mechanism must have been virtually perfect before

contact was established, because the essentially fully viable hybrids would serve as a

channel of gene flow between the two species, if they occurred at all frequently'.

Hence we see that Mayr is indeed advocating essentially the same process as

Dobzhansky. The argument is simply that this is a refining process which 'sharpens up
isolating mechanisms'. We point out that when there is very little hybridization there is

consequently very little selective pressure to cause divergence. If there is no divergence

in the mate recognition systems of two populations then hybrids will form 50% of the

Fj generation and presumably a large percentage of subsequent populations. However
if hybrids form only 1 % of the population there is very little selective pressure to cause

a change in the mate recognition systems. This remains an important problem, and
one which is not addressed by advocates of reinforcement (Lambert et ai, 1984).

We would suggest that it is an appropriate time to re-analyse the direction that

evolutionary theory has taken, consider the influence of Dobzhansky's school of

thought and consider some recent developments.

The Recognition Concept of Species

For a number of years Paterson (Paterson and Jarries, 1973; Paterson, 1976,

1978, 1980, 1981, 1982) has argued that the term 'Isolating Mechanism' is inap-

propriate and misleading. He has suggested an alternative species concept, the

Recognition Concept and contrasted it to the Isolation Concept. The Recognition Concept

emphasizes that species are groups of organisms which are tied together by a common
Specific-Mate Recognition System (SMRS).

The SMRS is a communication system which results in conspecific fertilization: a

subset of a broader category. Fertilization Mechanisms. Paterson's argument is that

the phenomena known as 'Isolating Mechanisms' were not moulded by natural

selection for the function {sensu Williams, 1966) of isolating one species from another,

but should more appropriately be viewed as communication phenomena that result in

fertilization. According to this view species are not the direct products of natural

selection to isolate, they are incidental consequences of change in the SMRS of in-

dividuals of a population. Students of the Recognition Concept agree that species are

'isolated' from other species; however, this is purely an incidental effect of differences

in the SMRS's and therefore, of little direct evolutionary importance.

The SMRS is a species-specific communication system comprising a unique

signal-response chain. Different signals in the chain may be auditory, tactile, visual or

olfactory for example. A close examination of biparental species demonstrates that

individuals, from unicellular algae to mammals, ensure fertilization by the operation of

a SMRS of this basic nature. Such a communication system can be described as being

maintained by stabilizing selection since any individual which is a deviant with respect

to its signal or receiver is less likely to be recognized by, or recognize, a conspecific

mate (Lambert et ai, 1982; Lambert and Paterson, 1982). This has previously been

pointed out (Paterson, 1976, 1978) and subsequently recognized by others (Carson,

1978; Templeton, 1979). Striking evidence for the stability in the mate recognition

system of Drosophila melanogaster has recently been presented (Henderson and Lambert,

1982). Individuals from worldwide populations of this species appear to possess mate

recognition systems which are not detectably different. This lack of variation in the

SMRS is in marked contrast to the variation in other genetical and morphometric

characteristics of these populations (details in Henderson and Lambert, 1982). Perhaps

this is a feature of many species. Geographic variation in characters such as bird and
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frog calls may not, in fact, be evidence for variation in mate recognition characteristics.

Individuals almost certainly do not recognize the call as a mate recognition character

but some component of that call. More intense study may show that certain parameters

are quite geographically stable. The stability of the SMRS in large natural populations

is amply demonstrated by experiments using sterile male insects released in order to

eliminate target populations. One reason for the failure of control programmes of this

type is changes in the mating behaviour of released males (Bush, 1978). Such altered

males are not accepted for mating by females of the target population.

A Viable Alternative?

The Isolation Concept has been a useful one for a long period of time in that it

stimulated much biological research. However, if the phenomena described as

'Isolating Mechanisms' are not the products of natural selection moulded to keep

species apart, but intraspecific communication phenomena, a reinterpretation of much
previous thinking is needed. New questions must be asked. For example, how do

communication systems operating between male and female individuals change? Is this

not the essential problem of speciation? What are the laws which govern the trans-

formation of one SMRS to a new and stable SMRS? Why is it that at speciation other

species specific communication systems often appear to change also?

Immelmann's (1967) studies on Australian finch species yield an interesting

example in this regard. In all these species chicks have patterning inside the mouth
which are recognized by the adult bird and this system enables accurate placing of food

in the mouths of young (see Immelmann, 1967: 8-9). Immelmann comments that these

patterns are '.
. . very distinct for a species, and for a group of closely related species,

they are important features in the study of the bird systematics'. Adults of each species

are 'attuned' to the conspecific patterning and this elicits the feeding response. It seems

likely that the patterns are so constant because any chick deviant in its marking pattern

will produce a weaker feeding response by the female and hence have less chance of

surviving. Adults producing such a deviant chick will also suffer a reduction in their

reproductive success.

In speciation events in this group of finches, not only has the SMRS changed, but

this offspring-adult communication system also commonly changes. Perhaps studies

dealing with other communication systems may yield important information regarding

this general phenomenon.
If the SMRS remains stable as evidence indicates, then it is unlikely to change

gradually over long periods of evolutionary time. Even if two large populations were

gradually to change as a result of different environmental conditions, will the SMRS
necessarily change? The condition most conducive to change in the SMRS appears to

be small population size. Is then the process of speciation really reflected in the

presence of varieties and subspecies? It may well be that large geographically separated

populations which are commonly recognized as subspecies are not in the process of

gradually changing their SMRS's and hence are not speciating. Whatever distinctness

they may show could have occurred while the population was small, prior to its ex-

pansion.

The question might reasonably be asked: If the SMRS is so stable, how can it

change at speciation? Under conditions of small population size changes in the SMRS
can and do occur (Powell, 1978; Arita and Kaneshiro, 1979). Selection may, however,

act to maintain the SMRS, and one sex may be selected to recognize the signals from

individuals of the altered sex. This could then result in efficiency of communication.

Such a process will cause changes in the SMRS of some small isolated populations such
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that recognition between individuals of the parental and daughter populations does not

occur. A speciation event has then occurred.

The Recognition Concept resolves problems that have been noticed by other

authors. Levin (1979) for example is dissatisfied with the ability of the Isolation

Concept to explain the nature of plant species. He has commented 'It is important to

recognise that isolating mechanisms do not exist as properties of single species or single

populations'. It is true that isolation is a characteristic only of at least two species never

of one. Indeed, species in terms of the isolation concept is a 'relational concept' (Mayr,

1963). Mate recognition, however, is an individual phenomenon and therefore has

meaning regardless of the presence of closely related species. Littlejohn (1981) has also

recently argued against the concept of reproductive Isolating Mechanisms. Inherent in

the Recognition Concept is that species are not in themselves deliberate adaptive

devices of the biological world as some have believed (Dobzhansky, 1976; MacArthur
and Connell, 1966; White, 1978) but incidental effects of the evolution of sexual

reproduction. An examination of the Recognition Concept reveals its basic emphasis

on the intraspecific nature of the male-female communication phenomenon. Any
characteristic of species which is incidental to this important intraspecific phenomenon
is also incidental to the essence of species. Since 'postmating isolating mechanisms'

such as hybrid sterility cannot have been directly selected for (Darwin, 1859; Mecham,
1961; Paterson, 1976), despite invoking selection to this end by some authors (e.g.

Grant, 1966). Therefore they are not 'mechanisms' (sensu Williams, 1966) and their

nature is an effect of allopatric change. Here again is a basic difference between the

Isolation and Recognition concepts.

Dobzhansky (1960) believed that species arise via secondary overlap of

populations which have acquired, in isolation, 'postmating isolating mechanisms'. He
maintained that natural selection will directly cause the evolution of species. This will

be achieved because individuals from the one group which mismate with individuals of

another will have offspring which are disadvantageous (hybrid inviability). Over
successive generations selection will favour individuals which recognize mates

belonging to their own group and mate only with them. These 'mechanisms' which

ensure that individuals do not mismate with members of another group will eventually

be perfected by selection and at this time perfect 'isolation' will be achieved and the

speciation event completed.

Dobzhansky's reinforcement model has recently been under critical examination

from a number of authors. Paterson (1978) has argued that another important factor,

that of heterozygote disadvantage, has not been considered and that this can con-

ceivably lead to an alternative outcome. Moore (1957) and Mayr (1942) have criticized

this model for a number of theoretical reasons and Futuyma and Mayer (1980),

Jackson (1973), Loftus-Hills (1975), Paterson (1978), Roberts (1976), and Walker

(1964), have recognized a scarcity of convincing cases in the literature. Moore's (1957)

serious general criticisms have never been satisfactorily answered. Littlejohn (1981)

appears to accept Moore's argument that genes which have been selected for divergent

SMRS's in the zone of secondary overlap will be disadvantageous in allopatry. Indeed,

as recognized by Wallace (1968: 377-378) the criticism raised by Moore is satisfied in

the model of speciation by small population size developed by Carson (1955, 1975).

Littlejohn 's (1981) suggestion that reinforcement might still be possible when one

population is completely surrounded by another and hybrids are disadvantageous,

needs to be examined while taking into account the force ol heterozygous disad-

vantage. The much more likely outcome of such a situation would be elimination of the

rarer population (when S = 1 for hybrids) or a cause of the disadvantage (when
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< S< 1) (Paterson, 1978, 1981). Harper and Lambert (1983) have recently presented

experimental verification of the power of negative heterosis.

Despite the fact that Littlejohn (1981) did not consider the effects of negative

heterosis on the vital process of selection for divergence, he apparently nevertheless

considers the process can feasibly result in the evolution of distinct species (see his

p. 328). Littlejohn regards the following studies as detailed and requiring discussion:

Blair, 1955; Littlejohn, 1965; Fouquette, 1975 and Ralin, 1977. We will now discuss

these.

Fouquette, 1975:

Fouquette (1975) described an analysis of mating calls of two species of the frog

genus Pseudacris and reports 'divergence' in two components of calls: pulse rate and

pulse number. Fouquette (1975:19) argues that '.
. . only the differences in mating

call can be identified as an effective mechanism operant in maintaining integrity of

these species'. The author then goes on to argue that in order to be able to demonstrate

character displacement in sympatry it must be possible to determine which characters

are used in call discrimination and then to show that differences in these are

significantly greater in sympatry than in allopatry. The proposed method by which call

parameters are designated as important illustrates a basic circularity in argument.

Referring to pulse rate (Pr) of calls Fouquette (1975) comments 'If separate localities

are examined (fig. 2e), the slowest feriarum call is faster than the fastest migrita at all

sympatric localities, by a factor of 2 or greater. This suggests that Pr is the critical

component of mating call enabling females of this species — complex to recognise

males of their own species' (our emphasis). The circularity here is that Pr is suggested

to act as an isolating mechanism because, in sympatry, there is divergence in this

character. However Fouquette's basic argument is that these data are evidence for the

reinforcement of isolating mechanisms because the character shows divergence in

sympatry. Clearly it must be possible to 'illustrate' reinforcement while using this

logic. Whenever one finds a character which shows some evidence for divergence in

sympatry it is therefore designated as an isolating mechanism and hence this is con-

sequently evidence for divergence of an isolating mechanism in sympatry. Since

divergence is the criterion on which it is designated as an isolating mechanism, to

subsequently argue that this is now evidence for reinforcement is unreasonable.

In posing the general problem '
. . . can character displacement be demonstrated

in call components that are critical in enabling females to identify the call of their own
species?' (Note that he has framed this in the positive or recognition format), he goes

on to say 'To answer this we must determine what parameters are used in call

discrimination, and ascertain if differences in these are significantly greater in sympatry

than in allopatry' (our emphasis). The latter comment illustrates that Fouquette

considers that certain call parameters will indeed be used not to recognize conspecifics

as mates but to act as isolating mechanisms and allow the individual to discriminate

against non-group members (an isolationist view). Fouquette admits however that 'No

direct data are available for Chorus Frogs to indicate which part of the call may be

utilized in discrimination . .
.'

We agree with Fouquette that characters of calls which exhibit high variability are

unlikely to be those involved in mate recognition. It is agreed that we must look for

characters of rather low variability. However it is quite possible that one species e.g.

nigrita uses pulse rate as a component of the mate recognition system and thatferiarum

uses some other component. Pulse rate cannot then be an isolating mechanism since,

according to this scheme, individuals oiferiarum do not use it to 'discriminate' against

nigrita individuals. In general it is an isolationist assumption that two species will use

the same call character to ensure there will be no cross matings. On the contrary it
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seems likely that, of two closely related species, one might use one call parameter in

mate recognition and the other might use a different parameter.

In conclusion because of Fouquette's circular reasoning and his lack of any

evidence regarding which call parameters are used in mate recognition we argue that

this cannot be regarded as evidence for reinforcement.

Ralin, 1977:

The study of Ralin (1977) discusses evidence for reproductive character

displacement between populations of the North American frogs Hyla chrysoscelis and H.

versicolor. Ralin (1977) argues that there are three results which are sufficient to infer that

reproductive character displacement is occurring. These are (1) that call parameters
'.

. . differ significantly from sympatry to allopatry'; that (2) those same parameters
'.

. . differ in directions that increase the sympatric differences between two species'

and (3) that they '.
. . differ in a pattern that cannot be explained as the result of

alternative factors'

.

First we would however point out that evidence must be presented that these

characters are involved in mate recognition. With respect to the particular case con-

cerned, Ralin suggests that there is evidence for the reinforcement of pulse rate and call

duration between these frog species. With respect to pulse rate he admits that females

of the H. chrysoscelis — H. versicolor complex '
. . . are capable of species specific

discrimination at the level of the difference in mean pulse rates of any two populations

of//, chrysoscelis and //. versicolor whether i^m/^a/nc or allopatric' (our emphasis). If this is

so there cannot be any pressure to cause sympatric divergence because there can be no

mismating. Ralin hence goes on to produce an argument, unconvincing to us, that

chrysoscelis females might still mate with versicolor males and hence reinforcing selection

is argued to be possible. Although Ralin suggests that differences in call duration are

being reinforced in sympatry he also acknowledges that there is a great deal of overlap

in this call parameter between the two taxa.

Unlike Litdejohn (1978), Ralin (1977) does not consider the work of Blair (1955)

as a convincing case of reinforcement. He considers only Littlejohn's work on the

Litoria ewingi group, and the work of Fouquette (1975) (already discussed) are con-

vincing cases.

Littlejohn, 1965:

The most widely-known case of reproductive character displacement is that of

Littlejohn (1965), Loftus-Hills and Littlejohn (1971). The significance and importance

of the study is reflected in its discussion in such textbooks as Brown (1975), Wilson

(1975), White (1978), Futuyma (1979), Shorrocks (1979). However the same cir-

cularity of reasoning applies in this case as in the others previously discussed. Lit-

tlejohn (1965) remarks that since sympatric populations exhibit a marked difference in

characters such as pulse repetition frequency 'It is suggested that the marked dif-

ferences between sympatric populations have resulted from the direct action of

selection . .
.' He goes on to suggest '.

. . that pulse repetition frequency, because of

its similarity in the allopatric populations, and difference in the sympatric

populations ... is the critical information bearing coinponent of the mating call on

which efficient and specific discrimination depends'. Hence the same argument ap-

pears. Pulse repetition frequency is the discriminator because there is divergence in

this character in sympatry, and because there is divergence in sympatry then this is

evidence for reinforcement.

In contrast to previously discussed cases however Littlejohn in association with

Loftus-Hills went on to test the assertion that pulse rc])clition frequency is the

premating isolating mechanism which keeps species disiiiKi. Loftus-Hills and Lit-

tlejohn (1971) conducted two ( hf>i( :e discrimination trials using syrilhc'li/ccl calls with
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different pulse repetition rates. The authors reported that in 28 discrimination trials

involving eight responsive Hyla (Litoria) ewingi females, and seven responsive H.

verreauxi females, the females were able to discriminate between the two synthetic

signals and were attracted by the signal with the pulse repetition rate corresponding to

that of their homospecific mating call. However in the production of the synthetic

signals the call parameter of pulses per note also changed. The number of pulses in a

note of the synthetic ewingi call was 15 with 30 pulses per note in the synthetic verreauxi

call. Loftus-Hills and Littlejohn reject the proposition that this difference provided the

basis for call discrimination. They argue that this call parameter will seem to increase

as the subject approaches the sound source, making such criteria unsuitable for 'in-

terspecific discrimination'. However such a call parameter as the rate of change of

pulses per note as an individual approaches, could be a quite satisfactory mate
recognition signal. It is also quite possible that L. ewingi uses pulse repetition rate in the

SMRS of that species. If this were so then the results obtained by Loftus-Hills and
Littlejohn (1971) would also be obtained.

Blair, 1955:

In this classic paper Blair (1955) began an approach which was to be used in a

number of later studies including the ones discussed previously. This is, however,

probably the weakest case discussed. In his discussion of the calls of the North

American frog species Microhyla olivacea and M. carolinensis, Blair shows no conclusive

evidence that call duration and mid-point frequency of the calls of these species show
conclusive evidence for divergence in the overlap zone. Blair is, in fact, quite cautious

in his comments: he says (p. 477) 'The greater difference in mating call of the two kinds

of frogs in the overlap zone, where there is some hybridization, than where the two do

not occur together is possibly explained as the result of selection against hybridization'.

Later he remarks 'The striking divergence in mating call in overlap zone suggests

selection against hybridization' (p. 478).

Again the same problem arises here as in the previous cases. Divergence

automatically means that the call parameters being considered are isolating

mechanisms and this is then seen as evidence for reinforcement. The general point

needs to be made that, just as ecological character displacement cannot occur if the two

populations do not compete for a particular environmental variability the same applies

to reproductive character displacement. If two species do not use the same call

parameter in mate recognition then there can be no possible reinforcement. Each of the

studies discussed assume that a particular call parameter is 'premating isolating

mechanism', i.e. both species actively utilize this parameter in order to ensure that

they do not interbreed with members of another species. For this reason, amongst

others discussed, it seems to us that there is, at present, no compelling evidence for

speciation by reinforcement.

The essential point is this: if there is no good evidence that 'postmating isolating

mechanisms' can directly bring about the evolution of 'premating isolating

mechanisms' by selecting against individuals which mismate with members of another

group, and consequently have less fit offspring, then, speciation is indeed most ap-

propriately seen as a reorganization of the system of communication between con-

specific males and females.

The so-called semispecies of Z). paulistorum are then not species in 'statu nascendi'

but distinct species. That hybrids between them are fertile to some degree, does not

necessarily mean that they are 'capable of exchanging genes', since Dobzhansky

himself agrees that there appears to be no exclusive evidence that crossing occurs in the

wild (Dobzhansky, 1972). Dobzhansky (1972) was later to remark that 'A cogent

argument can be made, that D. paulistorum is really a set of five species'. Dobzhansky
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(1972) preferred the interpretation that 'Drosophila paulistorum is a superspecies which

still conserves a common, although deeply fissured, gene pool'. This interpretation

then allows for the role of natural selection in producing 'complete premating isolating

mechanisms'.

Predictions of the Recognition Concept

The conceptual uniqueness of the Recognition Concept of species is reflected in a

set of concise predictions. The testing of these predictions, and any contrasting

predictions of the Isolating Concept, is of paramount importance in discussions of the

relative merits of these two diametrically opposed concepts. Some of the more im-

portant predictions of the Recognition Concept are outlined here.

(a) Signals and receivers will be structuredfor efficiency ofcommunication.

To result in fertilization signals and receivers of individuals of the same species,

will be co-ordinated that is, receivers will be 'tuned' so as to 'recognize' conspecific

signals. Considerable illustration of this phenomenon has been provided. For example,

the studies by Carde and Roelofs (e.g. Carde et al., 1977) on the SMRS's of moths

provide details of the use of chemical components in the female sex phenomenon.
Males are, however, always 'maximally attracted to a species-specific blend' of these

different chemical components.

This prediction is not in absolute conflict with the isolation concept, only that

according to the latter view, isolation must result and this may be at the expense of

efficiency of communication.

(b) Stabilizing selection acts on both signals and receivers.

Individuals which are deviant with respect to either their signal or receiver

characteristics are less likely to be recognized as conspecifics and hence will suffer a

selective disadvantage. There is considerable evidence for this prediction. \n Drosophila

melanogaster, for example, mutants such as 'yellow' and 'white eye' result in males with

deviant courtship (Reed and Reed, 1950; Bastock, 1956) and these are rejected by

conspecific females. Similarly, many genes are known to affect the SMRS and these

are apparently selectively eliminated from natural populations, as they arise.

(c) At speciation signals must result in fertilization in the habitat to which the individuals are

restricted.

This basic prediction of the Recognition Concept is in contrast to that of the

Isolation Concept. The latter predicts that the design features of signal receiver systems

will be primarily dependent upon ensuring effective isolation from other species, i.e. it

is the presence of other species in the zone of secondary overlap that is the main force

moulding the characteristics of the 'Isolating Mechanisms'.

(d) The SMRS is expected to show little variation geographically

.

Since the SMRS is co-ordinated and under stabilizing selective pressure mini-

mum variation is expected between geographically distinct populations. Good evidence

for this prediction exists from studies on populations oi Drosophila melanogaster (Hender-

son and Lambert, 1982; Petit et al., 1976). Similarly Anderson and Ehrman (1967)

have shown similar geographic stability in the SMRS of populations of Drosophila

pseudoobscura.

It should be pointed out that any illustration of geographic variation in frog or

bird calls, for example, is not evidence for geographic variation in the SMRS.
Recognition is mediated by particular characteristics of the call and these may remain
stable despite variation in other components. Emlen's (1972) analysis of playback

experiments in Indigo Buntings, together with the results from four other major studies

of bird species, stimulated him to comment 'In all five species, rcccjgnition depends
upon song features that are among the most coiisianl and unvarying in the spc-cies
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repertoire'. Emlen (1972) also concluded that components of calls which appeared to be

involved in individual recognition were extremely variable. Hence variability in calls

may be due to the fact that a number of functions are involved.

(e) The SMRS ojany species is likely to remain stable through time.

The basis for this prediction is essentially the same as that for (d). Once a distinct

SMRS has evolved and become fixed, such that individuals from the one group do not

recognize those from the original group, and the population then increases in size, we
can expect it to remain stable.

(f) The complexity and specificity oj the SMRS will not be dependent upon the presence ofsympatric

closely related species.

Isolating Mechanisms need to be more efficient in situations where crossmatings

with closely related relatives are possible. Hence, where groups of closely related

species occur, selection will strengthen these mechanisms. Alternatively where single

species are geographically separated from their relatives, selection will be relaxed. Lack

(1974) for example, when discussing plumage of ducks on remote islands, remarked

'There is presumably much less need for such recognition marks on remote islands

with only one resident duck species than on the mainland where several species usually

occur together'. Mayr (1963: 109) and Sibley (1961) also make similar comments.

In contrast, the Recognition Concept predicts that courtship in such species needs to

be equally specific for normal conspecific fertilization to result.

A review of the data available on this point reveals little support for the isolationist

expectation. The Black Swan (Cygnus atratus) indigenous to Australia, and not sym-

patric with any other swan species, appears, by all obvious criteria, to possess as

complex a courtship as other swan species Qohnsgard, 1965). Even better examples

perhaps are the Hawaiian Goose or nene (Branta sandvicenis), and the Cape Barren

Goose (Cereopsis novae-hollandiae). Although each of these species has no close relatives,

and appears to have long since split from some ancestral stock, they seem not to lack

any of the courtship characteristics of other Geese Qohnsgard, 1965). For further

discussion see Paterson (1978).

(g) Species will remain stable without significant geneflow between populations.

The suggestion that many species appear to have surprisingly small amounts of

gene flow between demes, but retain their species specific characteristics, has worried a

number of authors (Ehrlich and Raven, 1972; Grant, 1980; Mayr, 1975). The 'or-

thodox viewpoint' (Grant, 1980) that 'The steady and high genetic input caused by

gene flow is the main factor responsible for genetic cohesion among the populations of a

species' (Mayr, 1963: 521-522) is argued to be incorrect. Many species characteristics,

including the SMRS, are stable because they are composed of two interdependent

parts, i.e. because of their structure. Since the co-ordination between signals and

receivers is stable this also results in the stability of species. This stability is so obvious

that it has been recognized by non-biologists (Macbeth , 1971).

The Recognition Concept has already been misinterpreted by one author.

Templeton (1979) has commented 'The raison d'etre of a mate recognition system is to

prevent matings with other sympatric Drosophila\ to which Paterson has replied (1980),

'The raison d'etre of an SMRS is to ensure effective syngamy within a population oc-

cupying its preferred habitat'. This basic difference carries with it a different view of

the nature of species, how species arise and, indeed, the basic nature of biological

diversity.

In conclusion, Dobzhansky's Isolation Concept provided the basis for our genetic

investigations of species; perhaps, however, it is time for the adoption of a new
framework. The Recognition Concept is a scientifically valid alternative, free of many
of the difficulties inherent in the isolation concept and thus deserves serious con-
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sideration and testing. It is important to consider this viewpoint because 'The ex-

pectations of theory colour perception to such a degree that new notions seldom arise

from facts collected under the influence of old pictures of the world. New pictures must

cast their influence before facts can be seen in different perspective' (Eldredge and

Gould, 1972).
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